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The company «Wood Industries LLC» founded in 2013, 
has opened a woodworking enterprise in Ukraine, whose 
core competence is the production of sliced and peeled 
veneer, profiled timber and lumber. The company has 
been established by Tever Group, which one of the leading 
companies in Turkey in this sector.

«Wood Industries LLC» is based on many years of 
experience in the woodworking industry. The beginning 
of this case was given by the saw mill, founded in 1900 
and located on the territory of Turkey, which worked on 
the principle of a water wheel.

The management decided to open production in Ukraine 
in 2001. An industrial activity was carried out in the period 

from 2001 to 2013 and as a result, this was the opening 
of a woodworking plant on the territory of Lviv region.

In January 2019, company became a branch of Onur 
Group Company (Onur Taahhut Tasimacilik Insaat Ticaret 
ve Sanayi A.S.) which, according to ENR magazine, is the 
largest international contractor positioned 140th  worldwide 
in 2017.

As of now, «Wood Industries LLC» occupies a prominent 
position in its sector.
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«Wood Industries LLC» 
have four main production lines:

1 Sliced veneer 
2 Peeled veneer 
3	 Glued	profiled	beam	
4	 Lumber	

The basic capacities of the enterprise 
allow to produce:

• 800 000 m2 of sliced veneer
• 1 500 m3 of peeled veneer 
• 800 m3 of glued profiled beam
• 1 500 m3 of lumber

we produce



SLICED
VENEER 



A sliced veneer obtained by cutting (slicing) the ordinary 
beam with blades which are designed for this on specialized 
machines. The final size in this case will be equal to the 
width of the beam. This kind of material is most often 
used when decorating facades of furniture or furnishing 
in general. If you want to demonstrate the richness and 
beauty of wood, then sliced veneer is exactly what you 
need. 

Slices can be performed in different ways: in the trans-
verse or longitudinal side of a tree and no matter in which 
way it is done, each sheet of veneer will have its own 

unique structure. Also, this material is an integral part of 
decoration.

Sliced veneer is a material that is most prevalent in 
furniture production. It has high aesthetic qualities and is 
used for finishing of furniture fronts. You can list a large 
number of advantages of this veneer:

• Original unique patterns
• You can trace the outline of the annual rings of a tree
• «Live» picture that is impossible to fake
• Natural shades of wood

sliced veneer 
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Our company produces high quality 
veneers of such woods as oak, beech, 
ash, maple, poplar which are present on 
the commodity market of Ukraine. We 
practice also the production of veneer 
from imported, exotic wood species.

• Type: natural veneer
• Thickness: 0.5 mm – 3.2 mm
• Humidity: 8% – 12%
• Width: from 100 mm and above
• Length: 600 mm – 4000 mm
• Cutting type: quarter, crown

sliced veneer 



PEELED
VENEER 



Peeled veneer is made of solid and soft wood species using 
special shelling machine, which is used in wood treatment. 
Usually it is a thin, wide, long, has a special «water» image, 
which is obtained from contact of the knife with the growth 
rings of a tree. In the production of veneer we use different 
types of wood: beech, alder, pine and aspen. The thickness 
of rotary cut veneer is 1.0-2.2 mm.

peeled veneer 



Alder

Beech

Aspen

Birch

This type is widely used during the 
production of bent-glued products, 
wood-layer plastics, plywood, laminated 
wood, and also can use in the veneering 
of certain pieces of furniture. Often you 
can see the rotary cut veneer in finishing 
works, making them extraordinary 
uniqueness.

• Type: natural veneer
• Thickness: 1.0 mm – 2.2 mm
• Moisture: 4% – 8%
• Width: 150 mm – 2600 mm
• Length: 400 mm – 3000 mm

peeled veneer 



GLUED
PROFILED BEAM



glued	profiled	beam

Splicing is a special procedure through which it became 
possible to produce of workpieces without knot sand 
workpieces of a certain quality.

In our manufacture jointing of timber is carried out in 
several stages. Material for splicing is prepared in advance, 
and unacceptable defects of wood are removed (trimming 
and optimization) or getting the trimming of right size and 
quality. The next is splicing of material along the length 
of the mini-tenon. Mini-tenon, or notched-wedge spikes 

are cut with special cutters on tenon cutting machine. 
The next stage is application of the adhesive, whereby 
the connection stick together when pressed. When the 
glue seam dries completely, we get a solid connection, 
which is considered one of the most reliable. Its strength 
is much higher than that of non-spliced timber with the 
same cross section. Then fused blank passes through a 
step of profiling by using quadrilateral machine to acquire 
the necessary form for customer.



«Wood Industries LLC» is one of the 
most successful manufacturers of glued 
profiled timber of coniferous wood in 
the domestic market. Our products are 
mainly used in the production of interior 
and exterior doors.

• Species: spruce, pine
• Basic sizes (width / height):   
 28х42 mm, 28х50 mm, 28х60 mm,  
 30х42 mm, 30х50 mm, 30х60 mm, 
 32х42 mm, 32х50 mm, 32х60 mm,  
 35х42 mm, 35х50 mm, 35х60 mm
• Length: 2100 mm – 3000 mm
• Humidity: 10% – 12%

We produce our standard sizes, sizes 
can vary depending on customer order.

glued	profiled	beam



LUMBER 



lumber

A Lumber is obtained by the longitudinal division of round 
timber (logs), as well as the longitudinal and transverse 
dividing of parts. Such lumber as edged board and timber 
are the most popular in our time. Board edging and 
timber are characterized by exact geometric dimensions, 
linearity and stability of parameters during storage and 
transportation.

Timber has been used for the production of furniture and 
building since ancient times. Even our distant ancestors 
first began their application and assess the merits of 
different wood species.

Wood and timber are probably the most reliable option 
for people who care about their health and strive to make 
their home environmentally friendly.



Our company produces lumber of 
various geometric sizes depending on 
the orders of such species as beech, 
oak, spruce, pine, linden, ash. Our 
products are used by manufacturers of 
furniture, flooring and other decorative 
elements. Cutting lumber

• Species: beech, oak, linden, pine,  
 ash and spruce
• Dimensions: depend on the order
• Humidity: natural humidity
 30% – 40%

lumber



Depending on the criteria of the order, our company produces veneer 
which is made of wood with natural humidity and within the passage 
of the technological process of heat treatment of wood. In the process 
of boiling and steaming of raw materials, there is the density decrease 
between the wood fibres which provides a more qualitative cut of veneer. 

The company is equipped with technological pools to ensure the 
quality of heat treatment process of wood, drying chambers to provide 
the required humidity value and presses for the removal of unwanted 
waviness of veneer. 

Substantially, our company manufac-tures products of domestic and 
imported high-quality wood species. 

Our products are used in the manufacturing of: flooring
interior
decoraton

furniture doors

our features



Many years of experience in the industry 
allows us to guarantee our customers 
with high quality products, flexible 
price policy and the implementation of 
the commitments in a timely manner, 
including production and delivery.

The importers of our production are 
the companies from Spain, France, 
Turkey, Egypt, Slovakia, Poland, 
Romania, Kazakhstan, Israel, South 
Korea, Germany, Bulgaria, Portugal, 
Russia, China, Greece, Hungary, Italy, 
Switzerland and UAE.

partnership geography



Ukraine, Lviv region, 
Zhydachivskiy district
Zhydachiv, Gnizdychivska Street, 8

+38 (03239) 243 47
+38 (03239) 243 48

info@woodind.com.ua

contacts
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